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Abstract

The following thesis is an exploration in creating TheatreUNO’s production of A Doll’s House
and Hedda Gabler. The goal of directing the production of A Doll’s House and in performance
of Hedda Gabler in repertory was to walk the fine line of honoring the original intentions of the
playwright while simultaneously making the performances accessible to a contemporary
audience. This thesis will include an in-depth look at the process of both productions, analysis,
research and production materials. A Doll’s House and Hedda Gabler ran in repertory at The
University of New Orleans April 12-28 2018.
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Introduction

This thesis is a documentation of the preparation, process and production of Henrik
Ibsen’s A Doll’s House and Hedda Gabler. The thesis is divided into chapters and appendices
described below.
Chapter one is a brief introduction to Henrik Ibsen and his plays. This chapter also
introduces us to the concepts of realism as defined by the American Theater.
Chapter two is an overview of the director’s approach and vision for A Doll’s House.
This analysis is largely based on Katie Mitchell’s approach to directing and includes images that
were shared with the design team pre-production.
Chapter three and four bisect the process for A Doll’s House and Hedda Gabler from
auditions through the final performance. These chapters attempt to distill two separate processes
that occurred simultaneously.
Chapter five is an assessment of both productions and processes as a whole. The
director/actor takes an introspective look at the successes and failures of the project.
The appendix contains supplemental materials to aid in the understanding of the process.
This includes a rehearsal script with cuts, the production poster, the production program and
production photos.
The vita lists biographical information about the author of this thesis who served as the
director for A Doll’s House and played Hedda in Hedda Gabler.
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Chapter 1: Realism and Ibsen
Terms we cling to in the theater: realism, naturalism, seem to lack application in modern
context. Those terms, in fact, may link directly to the playwright who created the very form
itself. Therefore, when we talk about realism we are really talking about the kind of theater, the
mode of storytelling, first employed by playwrights like Henrik Ibsen.
It is true - we seem to lack an applicable contemporary definition of realism. If one
googles “realism” a quick search will result in this definition: “Broadly defined as "the faithful
representation of reality or verisimilitude, realism is a literary technique practiced by many
schools of writing. Although strictly speaking, realism is a technique, it also denotes a particular
kind of subject matter, especially the representation of middle-class life.”
Verisimilitude. Middle Class life. The definition seems impossibly broad in scope and
encompasses the vast majority of work produced on the commercial American stage. What we
can glean from the definition is all of the things realism is not. It is not expressionism, it is not
avant-garde. It should not deal with the bourgeoisie or the depths of society (that, of course,
would be naturalism).
Ibsen’s work is generally divided into three categories: epic, sociological and
psychological. We are less concerned with his early epic period and more with the sociological
and psychological periods that defined his realism. Or rather, his sociological and psychological
plays that defined realism, as we know it.
First, to be noted is A Doll’s House largely regarded as the first realistic play ever written.
Ibsen’s preoccupation with a woman standing up to her husband with the strong desire to define
herself as an individual had seeds in his earlier dramas. In The League of Youth, Ibsen’s realistic
2

prototype drama, the lead character ends the play with the following refrain “Now I don’t want
any of your troubles. I’m leaving you!” (Clurman 22)
One of Ibsen’s first prose dramas following Lady Inger, The League of Youth, laid the
groundwork for what would eventually become A Doll’s House, as Ibsen transitioned his writing
style from verse to prose.
Ibsen says of his own work: “I came to regard verse as wrong verse had been most
injurious to dramatic art.” And in that observation made a departure from his sprawling epic,
poetics and focused on the drama of “paradigmatic situations from the life of contemporary
society.” (Gilman 64)
In his most notable psychological drama, Hedda Gabler, Ibsen explores the psychology
of a woman without options. Ibsen carefully constructs a world of mystery. Cunningly, he
introduces a woman who likes to play with guns, trapped in a home she cannot stand with a man
she feels she was forced to marry. The pressure of her container, the small home, the
claustrophobic relationship force her to an inevitable explosion. The end is one we see coming
but that still shocks us to our core. Hedda shooting herself, especially at the time it was written,
was an incredibly bold choice.
Ibsen’s plays of morality and mystery are certainly realistic in nature, but not in the
mundane, banal way Chekov uses his realism. Richard Gilman remarks, “Ibsen’s plots were
instrumentalities of spiritual and moral revelation, seeking to work against the process of
replication of ordinary life.”(p.71) Ibsen is not so interested in life at its most ordinary but life at
its most extraordinary, the moments that seem to rise to the demand of art. Perhaps that is why
Ibsen’s plays lean away from comedy and toward drama. He chooses the moments that lend
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themselves to tragedy and suspense, while other modern playwrights, like Chekov, focus on the
everyday things we can find humor in.
As Ibsen enters the final phase of his playwriting, he is able to apply his psychological
works to theories of sociology. “By the time in his career Ibsen was writing Ghosts he had
already challenged his idealism and could now construct methodical illustrations of its social
working - which is precisely what he does in Ghosts… His skill as a playwright and his genius as
an artist were thenceforth used only to secure attention and effectiveness for his detailed attack
of idealism. (Shaw 90)
It is to be noted that the critical reception of Ibsen’s work at the time it was originally
produced was generally horrendous. The subject matter and commentary he made was arguably
ahead of his time, but not well enjoyed by his peers.
“The critics, it is true, soon declared that he had ceased to be an artist; but he, having
something else to do with his talent than to fulfill critics’ definitions, took no notice of them, not
thinking their ideal sufficiently important to write a play about.”(Shaw 91)
Impervious to popular opinion, Ibsen forged ahead defining the Realism of the modern
stage. In a contemporary context, the term realism really relates more to the content of a piece
than to a specific technique. Realism is a tool of the theater further defined by those who wield it.
The specific elements and techniques contemporary playwrights add to realism continues to
shape and define our current understanding of the form.
It is my attempt in working on these productions to uncover the way the realism of
Ibsen’s time resonates on a contemporary stage. Harold Clurman states, in his biography of
Ibsen, that the majority of drama written between 1840 and 1900 “were prone to incline toward
4

sheer functional efficiency, a kind of literary engineering. The method was, and is always in
danger of choking off inspiration.” It is my goal to find that inspiration.
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Chapter Two: A Director’s Approach
Action Breakdown
The foundation of my work is largely based on Katie Mitchell’s approach to direction,
outlined in her book The Director’s Handbook. I start with a simple action analysis of the script
identifying the main events of each scene. This is then discussed with the actors in table work;
where we sort through the script together and agree upon the events. Scenes are titled to reflect
this, and the script reorganized to reflect these scene titles and descriptions.

Action Breakdown: A Doll’s House
ACT 1
Act 1 scene 1- The rummaging squirrel
Torvald gives Nora money

Act 1 scene 2- Kristine is that you?
Nora reveals her secret

Act 1 scene 3 - Old friends
Mrs. Linde asks Nora for a job

Act 1 scene 4- Revolving door
Rank shares his moral opinion
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TRANSITION: Nora plays with the children

Act 1 scene 5- Caged animal
Krogstad threatens Nora

Act 1 scene 6- Back to where we started
Torvald scolds Nora

TRANSITION: Nora Alone - Nora talks to herself

Act Two
Act two scene one - Motherhood
Nora requests Anne Marie’s permission to leave her children

Act 2 scene 2- snipping and stitching
Mrs. Linde plants the seed

Act 2 scene 3- Who you calling petty?
Torvald sends Krogstad’s notice

Act 2 scene 4- Silk Stockings
Rank confesses his love
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Act 2 scene 5- Ultimatums
Krogstad fights for his position

Act 2 scene 6- Nora’s big distraction
Krogstad leaves a letter

Act 3 scene 1- Lovers Reunited
Mrs. Linde saves Krogstad

Act 3 scene 2- Post-party debauchery
Nora denies Torvald
Rank announces his death

Act 3 scene 3- True Colors
Torvald reads Krogstad’s letter

Act 3 scene 4- The Reckoning
Nora leaves Torvald
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Chapter Two: A Director’s Approach
Design Dramaturgy
My work with the designers began in the original production meeting where I shared
thoughts and images on aspects of production including statements of meaning, sound, lights,
set, and costumes. I have condensed these thoughts here and included smaller versions of the
original images shared. These images were then added to a larger board, which the designers
contributed to throughout the process.
Statements of meaning:
-Adhering to societal norms takes great strength, however it may require more strength to deviate
from them.
-Conformity creates a rigid world.
-There is a delicate balance to this world: one slip up and it could all come crashing down
Costumes:
The costumes will stay in the period the play was written. These silhouettes will help us connect
to the time and place the action of the play is occurring. The costumes can also be our primary
way to experience the seasonality of the piece. It is winter, more specifically, it is Christmas.
Set:
I am interested in using Glass and Iron to construct this world, steering us away from the literal
visual representation of an 1800’s home. I am drawn to glass because of the iciness of the
Norwegian landscape in winter. Iron represents the rigid structure of the world, the cage of
societal constant the characters exist inside of. The furniture, like the costumes, should match the
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period lines of the piece. I am drawn to large- scale walls and floors. See the Appia and Craig
references included in the images. The door should be our predominant point of focus.
Lights:
Lights are our main way to understand the passing of time and time of day. Lighting can also
help create the warmth of the Helmer home that directly contrasts with the harsh, cold world
outside. Throughout the play we should watch the outside world take over; transforming the
home from a place of warmth to a cold environment. I also like to imagine Nora a a source of
light. She brings life to this home; when she is gone, there is absolute darkness. See image of
backlight.
Sound:
The sound is our primary way of understanding this is not a literal world. The children will exist
solely through sound cues; eerily calling to Nora from the other room, running around her in a
whirl of noise. The sound should help us understand that Nora is not fully present and engaging
with her world, it helps create the illusion of a home that does not really exist. Sound can also
help fill the home in realistic ways: the burning of the fire, noises within. Sound, like lights and
costumes, can help us understand seasonality- the use of Christmas music, carriages passing. The
house should transition from bursting with life to dead silence. For transitions, we can consider
modern or classical music- this is largely up to the designer, but should connect to the world of
the play. I would like to amplify the final door slam. This is the most important sound in the
play.
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Chapter Two: A Director’s Approach
Research Images

Figure 1: Gordon Craig- Rake
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Figure 2: Appia inspired set and lighting

Figure 3: 1800’s living room with period furniture
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Figure 4: Adolph Appia shadow and light

Figure 5: A Doll’s House, Part Two. Broadway Production. Set design: Miriam Beuther,
Lighting Design: Jennifer Tipton
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Figure 6: A Doll’s House, Part Two at Southcoast Rep. Set Design: Takeshi Kata and Se Hyun
Oh

Figure 7: A photograph from HULU’s A Handmaid’s Tale
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
The Rehearsal Process
My rehearsal process for A Doll’s House was largely experimental. Due to the scheduling
constraints with Hedda Gabler and the shows rehearsing in repertory, I allowed A Doll’s House
an extra week, only totaling four weeks of rehearsal before tech rehearsals. I decided to use the
first week to experiment.
I wanted to explore different rehearsal methods, synthesizing many of the tools I have
learned throughout my time in graduate school. This was introduced to the process during
auditions. Actors were led through a series of improvisation exercises, which ultimately
determined most of my casting. The physical nature of the play was of utmost importance; I
wanted to make sure I cast actors who could fill the space and were connected to their bodies. I
was also largely interested in making sure Torvald and Nora had a strong physical relationship.
Many of the younger actors struggled to connect with the script and the situational improvization
allowed them to tap into the given circumstances without being tied to the text. Carli Collis won
me over in the auditions with her ability to bring joy, variety and energy to the role. Though she
employed some odd physical and vocal choices, I knew she was the right fit to balance Patrick
Hunter’s portrayal of Torvald. They had lovely chemistry and really seemed to enjoy spending
time together, which I thought would be essential to crafting moments onstage where it seemed
like Nora and Torvald could be happy as a couple. Carli’s wide-eyed naiveté brought a sweet
side to some of Nora’s misconceptions, or maybe just conceptions, of the world around her.
It became easily apparent that Carli Collis would play Nora to Patrick Hunter’s Torvald.
The rest of the cast was determined around this pairing - a relatively easy task since only fifteen
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students auditioned for both productions. After callbacks for Hedda Gabler and brief
conversation with the other director (Amy Holtcamp), the cast was announced on December 14th
2017, with rehearsals scheduled to begin when we returned from Winter break.
Over Winter break, I spent time with some research materials and prepared to cut the
script. I attempted to isolate extraneous exposition, outdated references or anything that startled a
contemporary ear. This exercise in trimming the fat was extremely difficult- Ibsen uses all
language to communicate something important, all exposition ties into some payoff later in the
script. I consulted with the actor playing Torvald (Patrick Hunter) to read through some
adjustments and finalized all cuts before our first read through.
Due to weather related closures at school, we settled on a first read through at the actor
playing Torvald’s house. The space was warm and inviting but created an almost sunken quality
to the work. The pace was slow and most actors sat on their voices. Act Two clipped along at
fast pace. Without Lauren there to read for Mrs. Linde it was challenging to hear how her scenes
read. I flagged act one as a place to revisit my “finalized” cuts.
From here, I dove into table work with the cast. I shared my action analysis with the cast
and we sorted through the script together, agreeing upon the events and all given circumstances.
We spent three rehearsals going through the script together and creating an action analysis
together.
From that jumping off point, we dove into some physical work based on Shauna
Copper’s concept of “essence work”. These are non- textual tools to explore the physical world
of the play. Working with actors of varying skill levels, I wanted to find a way for them to relate
to the script in a new way. I thought this would be an interesting way to strip pre-conceived
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notions of the text and to dig into some of the underbelly of the play. I also thought this would
encourage the actors who lived in their heads to play and approach the relationships from the
play in a physical way.
To being the “essence work”, I set the actors into pairs and instructed them to explore
their character’s relationship and certain events in the play, without words, using five abstract
images. Using these images, they created movement pieces to further explore the assigned topics.
Most actors were largely resistant to the work. Embarrassed and self-conscious, they pushed
through it out of obligation, shut down to the possibility of discovering something without
words. Some positive take-aways from the three movement based rehearsals were as follows:
•

Nora and Torvald’s first scene can exist as a playful chase.

•

Rank’s physical ailment can be a huge obstacle- I must find a way to find the honesty of
the disease and not let the actor playing Rank (Ryan Decker) resort to clowning.

•

Mrs. Linde and Krogstad’s relationship is one of push and pull.

•

Anne Marie is the only character Nora has a true genuine connection with - The scene
between them requires utmost simplicity and connection.

•

The Tarantella is a fun moment that can expand in the play.

•

The actor playing Torvald is really compelling when he moves from a place other than
his head.
After a week of rehearsals, we attempted an improv run of the show, without script. I

prompted the actors with the main event of each scene in an attempt to get them to physically
pursue the main action of each moment of the play. The actors playing Nora and Torvald
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committed while other actors floundered about and rolled their eyes. Few discoveries were made
as actors begged for their scripts and mocked the exercise
We continued work the next week beginning with vocal warm-ups. I attempted to
integrate body and voice adding the vocal work as a layer to the work. The time needed for a full
vocal warmup seems largely unavailable to us. Some tongue twisters seemed to help actors in an
immediate sense. The actor playing Krogstad (Hunter Dupepe) largely needs this work: he
hinges at the back of the neck, cutting off his air supply and all of his vocal strength. I would also
love to work with the actor playing Rank on his resonance and get him out of his nasal
passages. I also want the actress playing Nora to be able to access some of her lower register,
especially in the final act of the play.
After a very brief period of experimentation, we dove right back into the text and began
blocking. The first day of blocking was on the verge of disaster. As much as I had thought about
what this would look like, I had no concept of the ground plan. We desperately needed to clarify
the dimensions of the space. I needed to know where the levels shift and where the positions of
power exist in the space. I will elaborate more on the design process in later paragraphs, but at
this point, there was no ground plan or model in existence. I tried to let actors explore on their
own and then refine some movement with my limited understanding of the space. The blocking
seemed to settle in the first Krogstad/Nora scene; clean angles were played and the movement
seemed to settle into a more direct rhythm.
The first Nora/ Mrs. Linde scene was especially challenging. Both actors seemed to push
against the directions I gave them. Nora wanted to be sedentary and Mrs. Linde wanted to flit
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about. I adjusted the world and removed a chair from the scene to see if that would free Nora to
fly around the space.
I had coffee with the actress playing Nora after rehearsal to discuss some of the issues we
were having. This is a trick borrowed from William Ball’s A Sense of Direction. Both he and
Elia Kazan largely ascribe to the concepts of getting to know your actor outside the rehearsal
room.
It was essential for me to make the actress playing Nora feel comfortable and to establish
trust early on. So much of the weight of this show is on her shoulders. We both agreed we
needed to connect the physical exercises to the blocking and not keep them as separate entities.
She needs to feel free to explore Nora and not trapped by feeling “awkward.” The actress
admitted she struggles with her physicality and given the opportunity to overthink it she will do
just that. The actress and I further defined how Nora behaves like a lark or a squirrel, how she
must scurry about on her toes. I instructed her to read the Stella Adler section on Nora in her text
Stella Adler on Ibsen, Strindburg and Chekhov paying special attention to the section about
being on the tips of her toes.
“Build the character from how she tip-toes how she smiles, how she keeps her closets, plays with
the children. Her character has the playfulness of Christmas, her swirling movement. Act the
warmth in the house. That is what he wants: the melody on a charmed level- that lovely melody
of home. That melody sounds good in the home when it is without reality; the illusion of
happiness….so she tiptoes across the room. That’s physical it comes from the past.” (Adler 57)
I instructed the actress not to worry about making noise as she moved about the set. This
was the only time size or body image was ever discussed or considered in the process. I find it
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interesting most Nora’s are cast as small, lithe, bird-like women when her main act of defiance is
to eat cookies behind her husband’s back. I was grateful to have someone who took up a bit of
space, whose presence could fill a large space. The only thing that mattered to me was that she
had the confidence to move in whatever way Nora would through the space. I knew the costume
designs would flatter her and that would also boost her confidence in performance, but for the
remainder of rehearsals we had to find Nora’s inner “badass”.
After our conversation, I had the following realization: Julie Taymor directs her pieces as
if they each move according to the thing they represent. For example, when she directed A Lion
King - her main visual image was a circle. All action was oriented in this way. For example,the
pool became a circle of fabric sucked into a smaller hole in the stage for the drought.
Therefore, if attempting to abstract a cage in the design, the movement of the piece
should mimic that of a cage. Which is why the scene with Krogstad worked so well. The
predator and the prey trapped in a cage. This also helps to explain why Nora loves her “perch”.
She needs an area of the stage that solely belongs to her. We need to clarify Torvald and Nora’s
relationship within the cage. What happens at the end of the play? Does he open the door for her
to fly free? Or drop bits of seed for her to eat? How does Mrs. Linde fit into this metaphor? Is
she another bird flitting about the space?
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
Design Conversations
In our design meeting at the top of the next week, the scenic designer (Robert Salm)
presented a ground plan containing four platforms upstage right -which led to nowhere. The
original discussion of a thrust dissolved into a series of unrelated platforms. The “design”( a
ground plan in CAD) hardly contained any of the original ideas I had attempted to communicate.
To call it abstract or minimalist would be a stretch; there was no representation of a cage, no iron
or glass. No door.
With only a week left before we took a huge break to rehearse Hedda Gabler, I began to
panic. The goal was to get A Doll’s House blocked before we went on break, and to conclude
the beginning of our process with a design run. The following weeks were full of confusion as
the scenic designer struggled to produce a design. We forged ahead, blocking in an empty space.
To make a very long story short, eventually, the scenic designer withdrew from the project and
the master carpenter (Kevin Griffith) took over the construction.
We had one additional meeting I could refer to as a “design meeting”. In this meeting,
Amy Holtcamp (Director- Hedda Gabler), the master carpenter and I settled on the construction
of a rake and a large wall upstage center. A set of French doors would lead to Nora’s door
Upstage center. The scale seemed to fit some of my original minimalist ideas. The design
became purely utilitarian. The choices made only served one question: “what was essential to the
staging of the piece?”
We then discussed the creation of a wire topper that would combine the beams of a roof
with the design of the ornate top of a birdcage. This would float over the space and connect to
21

the large, wood burning stove. Both productions also called for windows, or something to let
light into the space, something completely neglected in the design. I liked the ideas of windows
floating above the space, a nod that the Helmer’s had people living above them. Something that
represented the shape of windows that could connect or relate to the iron piece that hung above
the set.
From there, the plan was to have a few pieces of furniture to create the home. A victrola,
Torvald’s chair, Nora’s buffet, a wood burning stove and two side chairs. The furniture would be
antique, matching the style and period lines of the costumes.
The challenge with losing the scenic designer was that construction began without the
creation of a ground plan or model. Certain choices were made out of necessity. I blindly forged
ahead thinking, “I must begin blocking to stay on schedule.” Choices were made quickly, I made
assumptions about scale and size, things were taped off and I moved forward with the actors
separate from the design world.
I should note here that I had separate design meetings and conversations with the costume
designer (Anthony French) throughout the entire process. I trusted him fully. He shared detailed
renderings and fabric swatches. We met weekly and I had a tactile understanding of the world
according to fabric. Nora’s first costume was a scrumptious Christmas present, her Tarantella a
delightful doll. We discussed her evolution throughout the play from light to dark and the inverse
of Torvald’s evolution. The only note I had counter to his original design was that I did not want
Torvald in black at the end of the play. He found a softer plum fabric that echoed Nora’s earlier
costume. He matched textures and patterns beautifully, crafting relationships through costume.
His designs conveyed more meaning than any other design aspect of the show.
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
Mid- Process
Desperate back in rehearsals, we forged ahead with blocking. I tried to isolate necessary
furniture pieces to utilize in the space. I decided upon a stove, two chairs a Victrola and some
area for Nora to wrap presents. The choice for the Victrola was also made largely out of
necessity. The script, of course, calls for a piano. Deterred by the expense of moving and tuning
a piano we settled on the Victrola in storage that was of the correct period.
Melissa Hunter (choreographer) also came in to block the Tarantella, which was
incredibly helpful. She brought such a sense of joy and life to the rehearsal room. She helped to
re-block the scene with Torvald on one side and Rank at the opposite end of the stage so Nora
can play to them both which I think is very important. Torvald is jealous in that scene which is
important and she continues to tease Rank after she denies him. This was a moment of joy in a
world of chaos.
We had a design run before we took over a month off. The design run seemed to have
some shape, like a sketch before it is filled in with color and texture. The end of the play had
been neglected in the process. The final act, I realized would take a lot of work to connect to the
rest of the play. The actors had to earn the suspension of that act, and the play needed to be paced
to allow for the ending. My initial placement of an act break after act one created a first act that
was about fifty minutes long and a second act that was over ninety minutes. I feared the audience
would not be able to sit and listen to the final act of the play, which is arguably the most
important part. I decided to take two small intermissions to allow for a break between each act.
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The play is structured into three parts and trying to structure it any other way seemed counterintuitive to the natural rhythms of the piece.
For the design run, the play was loosely blocked. Some scenes locked into simplicity and
others wandered in space. My focus had been so pulled to the design world and “making things
work” I lost focus on the actors.
The actress playing Nora seemed easily able to jump between the men in her world,
coloring her interactions with each using a different physical and vocal approach. Even though
Carli is not classically trained, she intuited many things without guidance. I stepped in to ensure
her physical and vocal confidence and control.
The actors were not off book as intended for the run and no scenic or sound designer was
present for the run. The lighting designer (Diane Baas) and the costume designer attended. I
hoped the actors could focus on getting off book while we took a few weeks off to begin work on
Hedda Gabler.
At this point in the process, I felt like there was a world of work to do. The piece lacked
definition and the actors were skimming the surface of a play that seemed larger than life. I
looked forward to the break from rehearsals, as a time for the actors to get off book and live in
their characters and as a time for me to gain new perspective on the piece.
I sent some notes after this run through to the actors to guide their work as we spent time
away from the rehearsal room. I encouraged the actress playing Nora to dig into the given
circumstances. She needed to define the past of the character to fully understand the present. I
asked her to write down everything said about Nora in the play. She was also instructed to
specifically define the death of her father, her marriage and Torvald’s breakdown, which led
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them to travel south. These moments that preceded the action of the play influence all of the
action of the play for Nora. She needed to get even more specific on these events before moving
forward.
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
The Week Before Tech
When I returned to A Doll’s House it was like re-entering a strange land, one I had been
to before but that had changed immensely since the last time I visited. The problem of scale
introduced itself as the rake appeared in the rehearsal space. The rake stretched a foot beyond
where I had blocked, never-ending flush with the floor, disconnecting it from the voms. The back
wall moved due to the demands of the final scene of Hedda Gabler and the space between the
french doors and the main door was now doubled in size. The scale had grown beyond my
imagination, the actors looking like tiny figurines floating on the rake in rehearsal.
The design team had purchased a tiny, antique stove. It was beautiful and ornate; not at all
the potbellied monster I was imagining. It was set in the down left corner of the stage. Scrim
walls were constructed to connect to either side of the french doors, creating a strong visual line
to the main door upstage for A Doll’s House. The addition of the scrim instead of solid walls
added another element of abstraction and created sort of a screen for us to see the actors behind
which served needs of both productions. The scrim was versatile- depending on how it was lit
there could be the impression of being completely translucent or solid. This was a metaphor that
seemed to serve as a representation of the psychological states for both women; there is a
difference to what we- the audience -get to see and what those in the world of the play perceive
to be reality. The scrim seemed to pull us back into the world of the abstract, a step in the right
direction. There was no incorporation of the wire topper or the windows discussed in our final
design meeting.
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After several weeks off, the actors and I returned to the world of the play and attempted
to put things back together. I was worn down from rehearsing another play, unable to avoid the
stresses of the design world. The actors had taken many steps in the right direction. Specifically
the actress playing Nora, who had taken major strides in creating her character. She seemed free
physically, confidently off-book she strode ahead finding the ways to delight and inspire her
scene partners. I clung to her as a way through the play. She renewed my sense of hope and
possibility in the world of the play. We began running the piece as a whole, defining the shape
according to the space being constructed around us.
Actors were constantly ignoring the tiny stove despite my urgings to consider the heat of the
stove. “Establish that it’s hot” I echoed. I urged the actors to include moments of stoking or hand
rubbing. We forged ahead moving around objects instead of dealing with them. Furniture was
pulled from storage, old mismatched pieces that served no identifiable purpose. Broken chairs,
old sideboards, stock pieces that together looked like a yard sale. With no set designer to turn to,
I turned to the Technical director (Diane Baas) who assured me she would find the appropriate
pieces. We looked on Craigslist and in theater storage, making calls to local theater companies
and to the Opera, unable to secure the appropriate items. The design team assured us the proper
items would arrive soon.
In the time preceding tech, there was never a model constructed or a ground plan
created. A board of images served as our only means of communication, images the Lighting
Designer (Diane Baas) and I had found floated next to additional pieces of research on the eaves
of roofs and birdcage designs. Images of specific doors were printed and some floor treatments
along with several items of furniture for sale on Craigslist. In what I will refer to as the final
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design meeting, the iron piece (which was to hang above the set) was removed from the design,
due to a lack of time and resources. No furniture had been purchased or rented.
With tech around the corner, it felt like some decisions had to be made out of pure
necessity. Due to the complicated demands of University purchasing, I was instructed to contain
my search to Amazon.com. As much as I love this website, as a mecca to fill myriad needs, when
it comes to sourcing unique pieces of vintage furniture it leaves something to be desired;
specifically, Torvald’s chair and Nora’s sideboard. I stumbled upon acrylic furniture in my
search for affordable period furniture. I was drawn to the black, shiny texture, which seemed
reminiscent of my original ideas of materials. There was something minimalist about the choice
that felt specific and tied into the rest of the world. The chairs contained the correct lines of late
18th century. The lightweight plastic would make them easy to move around- reflecting the
quality of doll furniture.
I then consulted the technical director who purchased Torvald’s large chair and two
matching side chairs. I found a curved piece of acrylic furniture that was non- descript and
almost see- through. This was to be Nora’s sideboard. The chairs were ordered and a piece was
constructed to match the image I found online. The technical director and I discussed adding an
oversized, iron chandelier over the middle of the space to mimic what had been the cage like
topper. I found a smaller birdcage like piece to hang in the entryway.
I was clinging to some of the ideas that had abstracted the space and conveyed some
meaning: the iron above connected to the wood stove, sitting in heavy contrast to the wood of the
floor, the giant door ready and waiting for Nora’s final moment, the scrim walls hiding
characters in shadow.
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The final result of the design was something in between all of my ideas. A hard,
oversized wood -planked thrust. Large over-scale walls, farmhouse french doors leading to a
giant black door upstage. The skrim hung, wrinkled, sadly under-stretched. No molding adorned
the tops of the walls. The acrylic furniture sat dwarfed in the giant space. Nora’s sideboard
resembling an Ikea computer table. Without a designer to unify the ideas into a cohesive vision,
my ideas sat scattered like a pinterest board from hell. My director’s impulse to control and make
manifest the ideas in my head had turned sour; the space was cold and isolating. The design had
turned into an exercise in extreme minimalism with little abstraction, the scale of the walls and
floor confusing and grandiose for the Helmer home.
My focus returned to the actors in the week before tech weekend. Lost in the muck of the
design (or the lack thereof) when I returned to the actors the play seemed to reflect the lacking of
the design world, it felt disjointed and awkward. Some scenes played out clearly and others were
muddled and bogged down by exposition. I had to return to the basics, to lock into some specific
scene work and clarify actions and intentions with the actors. The actress playing Nora had taken
to the world of the play better than the others around her. Her frenetic ebullience filled the empty
stage, distracting me from the world that was lacking.
We introduced some Linklater based vocal work in rehearsals to help the actors access
their characters in a new way. I encouraged the actress playing Nora to play with her upper
register when she was play-acting but to find moments more grounded and resonant, from her
chest or belly, in the confrontation scenes with Krogstad and Torvald. She had to find the ways
to pepper these vocal choices throughout the play so that when we got to her transformation at
the end of act three we could follow her journey instead of wondering how she got there.
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Eventually, Carli was able to bring life to scenes with Rank and Krogstad with little from
her scene partner. She could surprise and delight, finding humor and play in the first two acts,
grounding down into the third. Our work together created a Nora that existed almost in her own
world, separate from the rest of the players.
Other actors struggled to fill the space or to find meaning in their movement. On a blank,
empty rake this became painfully apparent. The actor playing Krogstad especially struggled to
maintain not only the energy and tension of a rehearsal but to remember his blocking. He would
stand lost in the center of the space hunched over, simultaneously upstaging himself and Nora. I
expected some of this working with such a green actor (this was only his second play). I
attempted repetition, clarifying of action, spoken subtext, exaggerated movement. Finally, I
realized the actor simply was not writing things down. We would return to his scenes again and
again. Even once he began writing things down the scene would shift drastically from day to day.
Sometimes it sizzled with energy, other days it popped and hissed randomly. Every time the
blocking changed. What had been blocked as an animal toying with his prey turned into a brutal
interrogation that lacked nuance and sophistication. The actor was never sure enough of himself
to enjoy the choices he was making. Always concerned with getting it right, he seemed unable to
get out of his own way. Eventually, we simply ran out of time and we had to move on.
The actor playing Rank (Ryan Decker) seemed either unsure or uninterested throughout
the entire process. Knowing the actor before beginning the process, I knew he struggled with
intimacy to a degree but this became achingly apparent in runs of the show. What I had assumed
was unfamiliarity with the script became a clear misinterpretation of the character. I struggled to
find moments of sexual tension or even attraction between Dr. Rank and Nora. The actor would
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turn away from Nora; retract from her touch, acting almost repulsed or confused by her
flirtations. We had spent the time during table work clarifying intentions and the background of
this relationship, yet somehow in every run the relationship fell flat. Tablework, I realized, does
little good if it is not returned to during the process.
At this point in the process, I wished I had an extra week to dive back into some improvs
and physical activities. Perhaps this would have been the more appropriate time in the process to
resort to physical exercises and improvisations, something to break the actors of the patterns and
habits they had established in rehearsal. Repetition of the scene work within the frame of the
blocking seemed to do little good. We adjusted the blocking of the silk stockings scene.
Originally, Nora used a chair almost as a pedestal to position her ankle on. This turned into
almost something too comical like “The Graduate” or the lamp from “A Christmas Story". This
coupled with Ryan’s disinterest on playing any vulnerability or sense of reality made the scene
garishly awkward. Nora’s costume restricted the actress’s movement here and we eventually
settled on her simply teasing him with the stocking itself.
Re-blocking scenes seemed an exercise in futility at this late stage. Some small shifts
would occur but actors would interpret this as shifts in the movement of the piece rather than in
shifts of the actions of their characters.
I set aside the final day of rehearsal before tech to work solely on act three, the part of
the play we largely avoided in rehearsal. We never wanted to touch it at the end of a long
rehearsal and it felt too large to tackle in bits and pieces. Whenever we scheduled to work it,
actors would distract with conversations questions and thoughts, we simply did not spend enough
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time living in it. I was easily de-railed by the enormity of the end of the play, intimidated by its
importance.
The trouble with experienced actors is their ability to shape a play to their strengths and
steer it away from their weaknesses. The actor playing Torvald was especially good at this. At
this point in the process, he was a steady variable, always prepared and engaged in the rehearsal
room. His goal in creating Torvald was to find his sympathetic side. He wanted at least one
person in the audience to go home feeling a little bit bad for Torvald. We were united on the
quest to craft an ambiguous and complex conclusion to the piece. During the work preceding this
week, he coasted through playing clear objectives and matching Nora’s energy. He explored
Torvald’s insecurity and anxiety and was generally open to feedback and suggestions. As a voice
trained actor, he loved the loud booming sections, Torvald’s drunken rage, and the moments of
scolding. The final act of the play stripped him of his defenses, his “go-to” techniques. He could
cleverly engage in heady discussions or retreat to his melodious tenor, ever so slightly
exaggerating moments and lifting beyond the version of realism we had created.
We worked the ending of act three in the black box, with just the actors playing Torvald
and Nora. At first, they sat across from each other simply speaking the lines, after an hour or so
of this, we reintroduced some simple blocking. Intimacy bloomed easily in the smaller space.
Both actors locked in to honest, grounded vocal patterns and this section of the play felt more
connected. It was also the first time either actor had recited this section off-book. This served as
another reminder that I should have forced them through this section before they were sure of
what they were doing- just to ensure they were off book.
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When we returned to the large space, the actress playing Nora more successfully maintained
the simplicity we discovered in the black box setting whereas The actor playing Torvald returned
to broader physical and vocal choices, steering directly away from the vulnerability we worked
so hard to uncover.
As we rounded the corner into tech weekend, the actors were tired and resistant to verbal
feedback at the end of a long rehearsal. I began sending emails with specific notes. Sometimes to
the full cast, sometimes to individual actors, a technique aimed to stroke some egos and press
others. This was a technique that seemed to be working well in the Hedda rehearsals that I
shamelessly stole. Like all techniques, it worked better for some actors than for others. Certain
actors seemed capable of reading and taking the adjustments, others were unable to modify
actions without rehearsal. In regards to acting, the struggle heading into technical rehearsals was
still largely with the actors playing Krogstad and Dr. Rank.
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
Tech Weekend
I was relatively confident with the shape of the show heading into tech. Instead of two
full “ten out of twelves” (full day technical rehearsals with a break built in for dinner). I had
scheduled a daytime run for Saturday to allow for dark time after the run to focus lights. The
designers were to attend, to ensure that Sunday would be a successful cue-to cue followed by a
Tech run.
The run Saturday went well- the actors had made huge strides in the running of the show.
We had a brief tech meeting afterwards, no set designer was present and several props were still
missing. In this moment it was revealed to me, we did not have a props designer (or the person
who had been assigned the job was unavailable). I assumed the responsibility, created a shopping
list for myself, and acquired the funds from the chair of the department (David Hoover). The
acrylic furniture looked OK, but I had several notes for the set designer in terms of paint, finish
and scale, the set looked largely unfinished.
At this point there was no doorknob, the Victrola needed painting, the upstage walls were
unpainted, the French doors were unpainted .With no designer to take the notes the technical
director made a list. We discussed light texture and color and specific stylized moments. The
sound designer was also absent but we had communicated via email and I had listened to much
of the sound and effects we would be using. Speaker placement was the only real issue. Sunday
morning at ten a.m. the first electric was not hung and the sound designer was absent. We began
the process of cue-to-cue at 11:30 when the sound designer finally arrived. No speakers were
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placed and only a few lights were focused. The resulting first half of the cue to cue was
incredibly frustrating.
My stage manager (Delilah Lee), a freshman with little experience, had not labeled things
appropriately into her script and was unable to call the show from the booth. We did not have a
tech table and a makeshift walkie- talkie system allowed us brief communication with the
designers in the booth. Still we trudged on.
After we returned from our first break, the lighting designer was nowhere to be found. She
communicated with my stage manager that she simply had somewhere else to be and that she
would be back at an unspecified time. A petrified Lighting I student sat in the booth ready to
click through preprogrammed cues. At this point in the process, it is to be noted that I probably
should have stopped and re-thought my plan for the day, allowed the actors to run the show and
returned to the technical aspects later in the day. Instead, I forged ahead with a deranged cue- tocue .The lights had been programmed onto random areas of the stage. Garish splashes of bright
yellow and pink covered the stage. The sound came out of every speaker except the ones
intended, making setting levels an impossible task. My frustration at this point was palpable and
the actors participated in some farcical version of what a tech rehearsal is supposed to be. We
broke for dinner incredibly early and I called the chair of my committee (David Hoover) to see
how to proceed. We agreed that if the lighting designer returned I could return to the top of act
two and proceed with a cue- to- cue.
Luckily, she did indeed return and when we re-started the cue-to- cue, she remarked at her
own work with gasps and sighs of “Oh my god”. She needed a day to focus and hang lights. The
actors trudged on, as we called “Hold” every five minutes or so. By the end of the day, I was
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incredibly discouraged. After losing a scenic designer, I was hopeful the lighting could transform
the space and provide some of the abstract minimalism I was attempting with the design. By the
end of Sunday I had given up on that and simply wanted the actors to be seen and the passing of
time to be communicated clearly.
There was no scenic designer to take the pages of notes that I had. The lighting designer had
to scramble to get instruments in the air and the sound levels had to be set the next day once
speakers were finally placed. I spent the next two days in the shop painting, setting sound levels
and placing speakers, buying props and attempting to control what little of the world I had left.
At this point, I was convinced that the opening of this show would truly be “the greatest
miracle”.
The following dress rehearsals were a blur of running to the booth to control sound issues.
The children’s recorded voices failed to come out of the correct speakers at every turn. The
fireplace speaker had been cut. The lighting seemed to dim in ersatz patterns plunging into
darkness and light at odd moments. A speaker had been placed outside the exterior door to create
ambient noises of carriages and wind. It deafened the actors, causing several late entrances. The
door handle fell off every time the door opened or closed, including the climactic final moment.
The world spun out of control.
I scrambled to send notes to actors after long meetings following our dress rehearsals. I
focused on the honesty of the last scene- sending notes only to the actors playing Torvald and
Nora. I felt at this stage of the game these were the two actors I could trust to continue to dig
deeper, to rise above the technical impossibilities and tell their story.
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We had a preview the Wednesday before opening and Henry Griffin brought some
members of his Conflict, Concept and Character class. This was the most informative tool of the
rehearsal process. I was able to see jokes land, and the audience delight in the humor of the piece
and listen to the ending. This renewed my faith in the production and our work to tell the story. I
shared positive feedback with the ensemble and crossed my fingers for a successful opening
night.
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Chapter Three: A Doll’s House in Process and Performance
Performances
Opening Night of A Doll’s House went as well as it possibly could have. As an audience
member, I relinquished control allowing myself to follow the characters on their journey. I
laughed, I was moved. Above all, I was proud of the actors for digging into the world despite all
of the obstacles that had been in their way during the process. The set appeared intentionally
bare, the lighting communicated time of day and the sound sputtered attempting to convey
season and mood. I did run up to the booth in Act Three when ambient sounds took over the end
of the play. The timing of the final cue call was a little off. All of these adjustments could be
given in notes via email and nothing took away from the story telling.
After opening, I stepped away and let the actors claim the show. It is my belief that at this
stage of the process the director’s work is complete. Plus, I had to focus on opening Hedda
Gabler the following week.
I did return with gifts for the final performance. I creeped into the back of the space for
the final half of the play mesmerized and moved by Torvald and Nora’s work. This was my
greatest success, my little miracle, that despite all obstacles I could still connect to these
character’s journey. Somehow, the play felt relevant, immediate and easy to connect to.
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Chapter Four: Hedda Gabler in Process and Performance
Creating the Role
My actor work began simply by following Ibsen’s advice. He responded with the
following advice to an actress playing Rebecca in Rosmersholm asking how she could best
understand the character.
“The only piece of advice I can give you is to read the whole play closely over and over again
and closely observe what other characters say about Rebecca. In earlier times our actors often
committed the great mistake of studying parts in isolation without paying sufficient regard to the
character’s position in connection with the whole work- Furthermore, you should bring to your
assistance your studies and observations from life.” (Clurman 23)
The following is simply a list of everything the characters say about Hedda in the play
and what she says about herself. I used this as a guide map to uncover her truth and to define her
relationships to the other characters in the play.
Act One
“My gracious how much the young bride had to unpack.”- Berte
“I’m really so afraid I won’t please the young mistress.”- Berte
“General Gabler’s Daughter- what a life she had in the General’s Day! Remember seeing her out
with her father how she’d go galloping past in that long, black riding outfit, with a feather in her
hair?” - Julie
“She doesn’t like covers on the chairs.”- Berte
“I bought that hat for Hedda’s sake… So Hedda wouldn’t feel ashamed when we walked down
the street together”- Julie
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“The beautiful Hedda Gabler! She who had so many admirers.” - Julie
“Hedda had to have that trip! She just had to.” - Tesman
“Before we were engaged she used to say, so many times, how there was no place she’d rather
live than here in Secretary Falk’s townhouse.” - Tesman
“Take a look at Hedda before you leave, see how charming she is.” - Tesman
“Have you noticed how plump and buxom she’s grown? How much she’s filled out on the trip?”Tesman
“Hedda is lovely-lovely-lovely.” - Julie
“Yes you were a class ahead of me. Oh I was terribly afraid of you then. Whenever we met on
the stairs you would always pull my hair.” - Mrs. Elvsted
“And once you said you would burn it off.” - Mrs. Elvsted
“Just think about Hedda, Judge! You know her so well. I couldn’t have her live like a grocer’s
wife.” - Tesman
“For you, I wanted things so utterly different.” - Tesman
Act Two
“Are you out of your mind?”- Brack
“Good God are you still playing such games?” - Brack
“You certainly have no reason to.” (in response to having danced herself out)- Brack
“Yes ! I must say I longed for some third person on that trip!”- Hedda
“I’ll never jump out”. - Hedda
“She put her hat on that chair and I pretended I thought it was the maid’s”. (about Mrs. Tesman
to Brack)- Hedda
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“Well it’s- these things come over me suddenly, just like that ,and I can’t hold back. I don’t
know myself how to explain it.” - Hedda
“You’re not really happy, that’s the heart of it.” - Brack
“And I don’t know why I ought to be …happy.” - Hedda
“You’ve gotten just the home you always wanted.” - Brack
“I felt sorry that a man of such learning.”- Hedda (about Tesman)
“Just to help him off the hook- I came out with some rash remark about this lovely house being
where I’d always wanted to live.” -Hedda
“Oh my dear judge you can’t imagine how I’m going to bore myself here.” -Hedda
“It’s this tight little world I’ve stumbled into. That’s what makes life so miserable so utterly
ludicrous because that’s what it is.” -Hedda
“You’ve never experienced anything that’s really stirred you.” - Brack
“I have no talent for such things judge. I won’t have responsibilities.” -Hedda
“I often think I have a talent for only one thing in this life… boring myself to death.” -Hedda
“I used to be called that in those days when we two knew each other.” - Hedda
“Hedda gabler married and to George Tesman!” - Lovborg
“Oh Hedda how could you throw yourself away like that?”-Lovborg
“I don’t expect to be unfaithful either. I won’t be having any of that.” - Hedda
“I think it’s such fun to wait on you, Hedda.” - Tesman
“What power was it in you Hedda that made me want to tell you such things?”- Lovborg
“To think you could sit there and ask such questions! So boldly.” -Lovborg
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“Do you find it so very surprising that a young girl if there’s no chance of anyone knowing
…that she’d like a glimpse of a world that she’s forbidden to know anything about.”- Hedda
“I’m - much too afraid of a scandal.” - Hedda
“Yes, you’re a coward at heart.”- Lovborg
“A terrible coward.” - Hedda
“Oh Hedda! Now I begin to see it ! The hidden reason we’ve been so close it was the hunger for
life in you!”- Lovborg
“Ah, if only that fair lady could be there invisible.” -Hedda
“There’s something behind what you’re doing Hedda” - Mrs. Elvsted
“Yes there is. For once in my life I want to have power over a human being. -Hedda
Oh if you only knew how poor I am.” - Hedda
Act Three
“I’m freezing in here.”- Hedda
“I’m up quite early today.”- Hedda
“I don’t care about that.” (toTesman about the manuscript’s literary merit)- Hedda
“Now you really have me curious.” (to Brack about Lovborg’s exploits)- Hedda
“I’m thoroughly grateful you have no kind of hold over me.” (To Brack)- Hedda
“I don’t believe in vine leaves anymore.” (To Eilert) - Hedda
“I want you to have a souvenir from me.” - Hedda
“Now I’m burning your child Thea. You with your curly hair. You and Eilert Lovborg’s child.
Now I’m burning, I’m burning the child.”
- Hedda
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Act Four
“This is nothing for Hedda Tesman to put her hands to or let her thoughts dwell on either. Not at
a time like this. No.” - Julie
“Ah thoughts, they’re not so easy to control.” -Hedda
“Perhaps Hedda has something to tell you George.” - Julie
“I did it for your sake George….I couldn’t bear the thought that anyone should eclipse you.” Hedda
“Well then it’s best that you know that I’m going to…”- Hedda
“Oh I’ll die. I’ll die of all of this… Of all these absurdities, George.” - Hedda
“I’m saying there’s beauty in all of this.” -Hedda
“Ah Judge, what a liberation it is, this act of Eilert Lovborg’s… I mean for me. It’s liberating to
know there can still actually be a free and courageous action in this world. Something that
shimmers with spontaneous beauty.” - Hedda
“Eilert Lovborg meant more to you that you’re willing to admit or am I wrong about that.” Brack
“I won’t answer that sort of question.” -Hedda
“I’d rather die!”- Hedda
“A scandal yes- the kind your so deathly afraid of. Naturally you’d appear in court. You and
Mademoiselle Diana. “- Brack
“But all that sordid business is no concern of mine.” -Hedda
“No. But you’ll have to answer the question: why did you give Eilert Lovborg the pistol? And
what conclusions will be drawn from the fact you did give it to him?”- Brack
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“That’s true. I hadn’t thought of that.”- Hedda
“All the same I’m in your power tied to your will and desire. Not free. Not free then! No- I
cannot bear the thought of it! Never!”- Hedda
“I’m tired this evening I want to rest in there on the sofa”. - Hedda
“From now on I’ll be quiet” - Hedda
“She can’t be very happy hearing us do this melancholy work.”- Tesman
“I can hear everything you say Tesman. But what will I do, evenings over here?”- Hedda
“Oh now she’s fooling with this pistols again.” - Tesman
“Shot herself! Shot herself in the temple!” - Tesman
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Chapter Four: Hedda Gabler in Process and Performance
The Rehearsal Process
My original thought was that as I rehearsed Hedda Gabler I would begin to understand A
Doll’s House better, by living in its inverse. As much as I wished this to be true, I found the
opposite to be true. The actor’s brain and the director’s brain are not the same; if both are
activated simultaneously neither one is fully functioning.
As I headed into the world of Hedda my focus turned towards understanding the
complexities of her character and the inner workings of her mind. The plays, as alike as they
seem on the page, are very different to experience. I did not find myself thinking of Nora or A
Doll’s House at all. They seemed to live in such different spheres, their worlds completely
different. I struggled to turn my director’s brain off in terms of the physical space and the design.
As an actress, I wanted answers about the space I knew did not exist. I was never able to fully let
go of that awareness of the failings of the world around me. As an actor I knew entirely too
much. The time spent rehearsing Hedda Gabler (which I will elaborate on in a later chapter)
distanced me from A Doll’s House. As much as I was living in the language of the world my
brain was functioning in an entirely different way.
The rehearsal process for Hedda Gabler was quite simple. The director (Amy Holtcamp)
operated under the standard practice of American Theater. We began with table work, blocked
the show, ran the show, worked trouble spots and continued with run throughs until we opened.
The largest difficulty I had was entering the space as an actor instead of as a director.
Early in our rehearsal process, I found it easy to focus on creating Hedda. Script in hand,
it was relatively simple to focus on the task at hand. My preparation for A Doll’s House largely
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prepared me for understanding the world of the play and different interpretations of the role. I
delighted in how much fun Hedda had with the people around her on stage, I enjoyed playing
with her wicked sense of humor and her desperate attempts to entertain herself. I focused on the
failures and successes of this primary objective: Can she keep herself entertained?
I used my simple analysis of the play in terms of what was said about Hedda to uncover
moments where she told the truth and when she was lying. I worked with the director to craft her
mask; the version of herself she wants the world to see. We spoke specifically in terms of when
the mask came on and off. This was my primary way in uncovering her truth.
As a General’s daughter myself, I pulled from real life experience. I have attended balls,
hosted parties and attended numerous ceremonies. Pomp and circumstance accompany every
new position, every retirement, every rank climbed. Long ceremonies followed by a sea of
handshakes, the nights always concluding with scotch and cigars. With every one of my father’s
promotions, I stood in receiving lines and shook hands, often the center of attention at public
gatherings (especially when young soldiers were involved). While these situations largely made
me feel disconnected and awkward, I think of this as the basis of Hedda’s motivation- this served
as her primary entertainment. In the years following her father’s death, she desperately attempted
to restructure her world so that she could exist in this same way; as the center of attention of a
large group of men, all of whom out of respect for her father’s rank are not allowed to touch her.
I felt I understood Hedda in a bubble and struggled to connect her to the people she
interacts with on stage. In rehearsal, the scenes with Judge Brack seemed to block themselves
most easily and seemed easiest to find the truth in. In my script analysis, one can observe that
Hedda reveals most about herself in the scenes with Judge Brack. In fact, their first exchange is
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the only time you hear Hedda convey any information about herself. He is the only character she
willingly answers questions about herself with, until he pushes her too far by bringing up her
pregnancy. I also think I was most connected to the actor playing Judge Brack (Patrick Hunter)
because of our friendship and working relationship outside of the world of the play( this is the
same actor who played Torvald in A Doll’s House. )
The two characters I struggled to connect to the most were Eilert Lovborg (Austin
Krieger) and Thea Elvsted (Hayden Guthrie). This proved especially troubling due to my
analysis of the play. Eilert Lovborg exists at the center of the triangle that is Hedda. If Hedda
operated under the same principle of many of Ibsen’s other male-centric plays (Rosmer, in
Rosmersholm, Solness in The Master Builder) Eilert would likely be the protagonist of the story.
The conflict of the play would be about which woman he would choose, if his book could be
published what should become of him as an author; the suicide that would end the play would be
his. However, this play is about Hedda .
Hedda’s relationship with Eilert is arguably the most important relationship she has in the
play. In Ibsen’s plays, a protagonist can have either love or power- never both simultaneously.
Lovborg exists for Hedda to sort out which of these objectives she will ultimately pursue. He is
the source of both love and power for Hedda in the play. He is the human being she chooses to
have power over, the only person she reciprocates feelings of lust and desire for. It is essential
for this relationship to play out on stage; it is in these scenes the key to Hedda’s humanity exists.
We must see her desire for something and the impulse to repress sexual desire in exchange for
power or control; to sacrifice love for something she feels is lasting, sustainable and above
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reproach. We must believe in the attraction, the partnering of souls, the idea of these two as “true
companions”. This relationship motivates much of the action for the second half of the play.
In rehearsals, I struggled largely to connect to these scenes and to my scene partner.
There was a clumsy physicality, awkward hand grabs and pawings, the odd clap on the shoulder,
things that shut me down emotionally and physically- the inability to establish a sense of touch.
Hedda is not touched often in the play. She initiates almost all-physical contact. I don’t think she
enjoys being touched- except by Lovborg.
Most time spent in rehearsal after blocking was largely repetitive. The director would
give a few adjustments, mainly in blocking to get her point across. Things like “ whisper in her
ear”. Unfortunately, these directions were often not taken by the scene partner and the attempt to
establish intimacy sputtered and failed.
I felt blocked and trapped in the scenes with Mrs. Elvsted and Lovborg. I couldn’t tap
into the jealousy of Thea. The actress playing Mrs. Elvsted (Hayden Guthrie) was so low energy
and disconnected I rushed through scenes with her. I couldn’t connect to Lovborg. My reaction
to this was to go into performance mode. To pretend I was listening or buying in, to react to
stimuli I did not truly feel. This is a regret I have in the process, that I did not spend the extra
week before tech really trying to listen and effect my scene partner- to help my scene partners
become present. Instead I muscled through, deliberate and specific with my choices, almost
independent of the people on stage with me, rarely living in the present moment.
Certain scenes always brought me back into the world of the play: the interrogation of
Elvsted, the first scene with Brack, the fun with the manuscript or eating the cake. Unfortunately,
a lot of the moments I struggled to connect to my scene partners, I needed them the most,
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especially in the second half of the play. The intimidation of Brack, the desperation with
Lovborg, the denial of Elvsted. When I felt like I wasn’t getting what I needed to propel myself
into the next moment, I manufactured something. I created a moment in Hedda’s head. I
imagined things occurring as they were not. This sort of dissociation is, in a way, true to Hedda’s
character. She spends a lot of time in her head, crafting and creating her own version of
reality. However, fundamentally, I believe there is a need and desire she has to connect with
people or at the very least to give the impression she is connecting.
Luckily, in this process, the design of the set was in existence. I understood the physical
world and could navigate it in an organic way. I was confident with the text and did not struggle
with the language. This play felt so modern and accessible compared to A Doll’s House. Hedda
seemed like a woman ahead of her time, easily communicable to a millennial audience.
Working with the corset provided an additional challenge and support . We approached
this play from such a traditional place, I felt largely disconnected from my body. The corset and
eventually the addition of the costume helped me access my body for the first time in the world
of the play. The constraint of the corset and the high collar on my final costume accentuated the
strangulation Hedda feels at the end of the play. The constraints of my clothing provided what
some scene partners could not. The costume designer, as he had with A Doll’s House, allowed
me to look at the fabrics during fittings. I knew how each dress would shape my movement, and
mood. I felt the fabrics transition from soft to coarse, saw the colors deepen and the lines
constricting. I approached the role with the help of the costumes. In this case, the clothes very
much made the woman.
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Heading into tech, we had five runs under our belt. Amy forced us to get off book early
and even though the process was interrupted with breaks for KCACTF and Spring Break it
always felt easy to return to. The character marinated in my mind and body in a simple way. The
director smartly used tech as a chance for us to have an additional dress rehearsal. The only
question that remained for me was one of style. Some days the play felt like a farce, others a dark
drama. I was curious as to how the addition of an audience would shift the style of performances
for all actors and how that would affect Hedda’s actions.
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Chapter Four: Hedda Gabler in Process and Performance
Hedda in Performance
It is a notable challenge to evaluate one’s own performance as an actor. I will attempt to
unpack my perceptions of the run of Hedda Gabler from a personal standpoint.
With A Doll’s House open and rehearsals behind me, I felt a huge sense of relief. I was no
longer shopping for props or fixing sound levels, I could exist simply as an actor trying to
navigate the world of this play. I wondered in the first few days of performance what it would
have been like to approach the role from this place throughout the entire process. I delighted in
the freedom to play, to enjoy the work.
As anticipated, the style of the production seemed to change on a nightly basis. Opening
night felt like a smash success. The audience was filled with students and family, a willing and
eager audience. The first laugh landed during the Aunt Julie and Berte scene and they just kept
coming all night long. The actor playing Tesman (Ryan Decker) pushed his physical comedy to
new heights; I snatched every opportunity to roll my eyes in private, letting the audience in on
Hedda’s apparent dissatisfaction.
The audience seemed to laugh at every turn, even in surprisingly inappropriate places.
The play was a farce until the very last moment. The pace rocked, pauses disappeared. I felt
caught in a whirlwind- the ending arriving surprised me, shocked we had gotten there so soon.
Something about this felt right: Hedda surprised by her own ending. We had discussed in
rehearsal that the choice to kill herself comes in the final moments, an act of spontaneous beauty.
This is one thing to comprehend and another to fully experience. Something about this night also
felt very wrong. I believe Hedda is supposed to find the world absurd but the others around her
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find it completely normal. Something in the farcical nature also took away from some connected
moments and the dramatic circumstances that lead Hedda to her ultimate decision. The ending
scene with Brack remained as the most challenging part of the play for me to navigate.
The second night of performance was a drastically different experience. There is a theory
about comedies not working on Friday night performances; that the audience is tired from the
week, eager for the weekend and universally not in the headspace to laugh. Whether or not this is
always true, it was definitely true for our first Friday performance. The play seemed to start at a
glacial pace, I felt the need to wake the audience up to engage them in the story. Actors,
including myself began to push, desperate for the laughs from the night before. We had stepped
from a comedy into a drama overnight. This was a conversation I wish we had with the directorwhat is the style of the play? We talked a lot individually about what each scene was about or
what each character was going through but never about the piece as a whole. There seemed to be
varying levels of performance across the stage pandering to different worlds and styles entirely.
Granted, all plays will shift from night to night, the number of laughs varying. The complete
switch in style for this piece seemed to say something about the very nature of the story we were
telling. I was not convinced we were all on the same page. How could the story change so
drastically overnight? Now Hedda was no longer trapped in a farce, but in a depressing dirge- the
ending moment couldn’t come soon enough.
The following weekends of performance were colored by my family visiting. I
underestimated the power of my relationships with my family to color my interpretation of the
role.
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When my father arrived, I was a bundle of nerves. My father, a two-star general in the
Army, served as a big inspiration for the role. I substituted him for Hedda’s father and thought of
him often during the production, to have him in the audience would be strange. He had not seen
me in a performance in five years.
Accompanying my father was my stepmother, Carron, who had also inspired my work. In
my father’s current position, they host groups of thirty twice a week. They have a live-in staff
and Carron has never been happier. She loves hosting parties and talking with strangers and
friends alike, without the pressure of having to cook or clean. My main inspiration for Hedda,
Carron is a modern woman trapped in the antiquated social system of the American Military.
Having her in the audience would be a trip.
I became self -conscious during the performance they attended, more aware of the
audience than I had been in previous performances. I attempted to ground down and connect
with my scene partners even more to focus my complete attention on the task at hand. My father
sat silent, this was not a laugh-riot performance.

After the performance, Carron and my father

glowed. They loved it! My father especially remarked at how controlled and composed I seemed.
He called the performance powerful.
Trapped inside a cliché (I feel like most kids get into performing to make their parents
proud) I suppose I was no exception to this rule. Hearing my father’s words of approval gave me
the confidence I needed to get through the final weekend of performances.
The one performance without either of my parents present was arguably one of the most
connected and grounded performances of Hedda I had. This performance felt grounded and
straddled the balance between humor and drama. It sustained energy and felt clear and specific. I
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was not self-conscious. However, in the final moments of the play immediately before the
suicide I slammed my finger in the Victrola.
When Hedda says, “From now on I’ll be quiet.” I close the curtains, creating a private
space. Every night, the curtains behaved differently. They were attached to strange clips, not on a
rod, and never opened or closed easily. My frustration as Kristin took over as the curtains failed
to close after three attempts. My involvement in the design process clouded my ability to remain
in character. I was livid that the curtains had never been fixed, that strips of fabric were jerry
rigged to the doors. When I went to close the Victrola, I was in a rage, out of control, and caught
my finger in the door. Blood gushing from my finger, I struggled through tears through the final
lines of the performance, the suicide a teary-eyed defeat. This was like a metaphor for how
directing A Doll’s House influenced my performance of Hedda. It was impossible to separate the
two worlds- to fully let my brain operate in one sphere; the experience was intricately linked in
Kristin’s brain.
The final weekend of A Doll’s House and Hedda Gabler were clouded by the arrival of
my mother and my grandmother, who would be staying at my house for the duration of the run.
As much as Carron was an inspiration for the role, my mother was often the person who came to
mind as I navigated through some of Hedda’s more extreme moments. My mother is a
complicated woman, a complete analysis of her personality and history would take an entire
thesis itself. I will say this: she has a strange penchant for cruelty and the propensity to wound in
subtle and lasting ways. She is also incredibly smart and funny, extremely sarcastic and childlike in her range of emotions.
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She came to my closing performance and I leaned heavily into the humor. The ending of
the play felt strange and disconnected. I honestly just wanted to get most of it over with, to put
the experience behind me. I felt a huge sense of relief by the end of the play. Had performing
Hedda been the only task, I think I could have continued the run for months, maybe years.
Performing this role was a joy. Coupled with the weight of finishing A Doll’s House and the end
of my graduate career, the closing of the show felt inevitable and necessary.
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Chapter 5: Takeaways/ Conclusion
My biggest challenge during this undertaking, and the subject I spent the most time
describing, was the design process. This was my biggest obstacle and the part of the process I
have the least pride in. I was never satisfied with the result, and as director, I assume the
responsibility of those failures. I believe the original issue came in the first design meeting.
Terms like abstract, minimalist, representative realism, got tossed around recklessly. According
to Mirriam Webster:
“Abstract means: existing as a thought or an idea but not having the physical
representation or as a verb to extract or remove.”
A quick google search on minimalism will reveal:
1. Minimalism means: a trend in sculpture and painting that arose in the 1950s and used
simple, typically massive, forms.
2. An avant-garde movement in music characterized by the repetition of very short phrases
that change gradually, producing a hypnotic effect.
3. Minimalist architecture: design elements strive to convey the message of simplicity. The
basic geometric forms, elements without decoration, simple materials and the repetitions
of structures represent a sense of order and essential quality. The movement of natural
light in buildings reveals simple and clean spaces.

These are not inherently theatrical terms with a concrete definition. Therefore, it is
essential to be as specific as possible when using definitions to include visual references.
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What I was attempting was a minimalist approach to the 1800’s home combined with an
abstraction of a cage. I think my original research items; production photos of A Doll’s House:
Part Two combined with Appia and Craig photographs were too broad and unoriginal. I relied on
the work of someone else to articulate the nature of my ideas. The thrust of my concept relied
heavily on this design manifesting. Which unfortunately never came to fruition. What may have
provided clearer insight was specific pictures of 1800’s homes, images of furniture. From there
the design team could have discussed scale, form and function, picking and choosing which
pieces conveyed the most meaning.
I was drawn to the minimalist style, largely because of the way Torvald is described in
the script. The home is a reflection of his tastes. Large, overbearingly masculine forms- with one
exception- Nora’s perch- which should be the one piece of feminine design. The home he
describes as warm and cozy appears cold and strange to Nora. Is it possible to communicate
these two feelings in the same space? In this reflective space, my mind wanders to the Maggie
Smith production of Hedda Gabler at The National Theater in which the stage was bisected. One
half existed for her private moments and the other for her social interactions: A splitting of the
psyche. I wonder if this idea could have furthered the concepts I was toying with: Part of the
stage that felt definitively like Nora and part that belonged to Torvald.
The idea of Christmas is another element that should heavily influence the design. The
original scenic designer (Robert Salm) and I decided in the first meeting a Christmas tree would
be challenging. Producing the play in April would make finding a living tree in New Orleans
nearly impossible and we both agreed that a fake tree would not look right being delivered. The
question was asked: “And if it’s abstracted, what is it?” We settled on a string of garland and
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boxes of simple decorations. This simple approach did not land in minimalism or abstraction.
The scale was not adjusted to match the rest of the items agreed upon. The joy of Christmas did
not fill the home. In that first meeting, we also decided to use a Victrola instead of a piano. And
while a Victrola may work, it can play the tarantella, it does not carry the weight of a piano. It
does not invite more than one person to sit on its bench. It is not at the center of a home the way
a piano is. It does not involve the engagement of another person to play. It does not allow us to
watch Rank or Nora having a private moment of creation. Nothing says Christmas like carols
being played on a piano, the family singing around the piano together. In this original design
meeting, I was compromising before I even expressed my ideas or desires. I went in willing to
make the easy choice, acquiescing before thinking about the needs of the play.
I wondered if my original impulses were misguided. Is it possible to do A Doll’s House in
an abstract setting? Or does the very nature of the play call for the confines of a realistic setting?
I do not have a clear answer for that question. However, I can deduce that the script very clearly
calls for specific things. One is the impression of a home, a small home that contains a young
and growing family. The other necessity is the experience of Christmas. The home is filled with
holiday charm and overflowing with spirit at the top of the play. The script contains several
references to the home being warm and cozy- all Torvald’s remarks- but worth noting,
nonetheless.
Does the very nature of minimalism contradict the storytelling? My main takeaway is this:
Abstraction is your friend when it is clear and specific. When the thing being abstracted is
specific (like a cage), the visual representation of this can express essential truths of the play in a
new and striking way. The combination of abstraction and minimalist design can easily get
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confused (especially when the only tools of communication are images and spoken word). The
very scale minimalism requires sits in contrast to the clean abstraction of an object. What I
conceptualized were two disparate interpretations of the text. Combined they made little sense
and said very little about the actual world of the play. Here are both of my original ideas more
clearly articulated.
Version A: The action exists inside a cage. Nora has a perch; Torvald has some other space that
belongs to him. Perhaps this world would be made of iron to reflect the design of a birdcage. In
this version, the door is probably not a literal door but some sort of wired structure that lifts or
flies away at the end of the play. The Christmas decorations could be made of metal or some
other alternative material, odd and out of place in the caged setting. This is a play about a woman
who is trapped and by the end of the play who has altered the way the world around her
functions. This becomes the story of how Nora frees herself from the cage.
Version B: The action exits in a minimalist interpretation of an 1800’s home. Here all elements
of the home should be represented but in clean lines and large in scale. This is a play about a
woman in a man’s world. Torvald interprets the home as warm and cozy but to her it is cold and
isolating, all harsh angles and sharp lines. She must learn the rules of this space to walk through
the door at the end of the play. This becomes the story of Nora deviating from the norm,
breaking the rules and leaving Torvald’s world behind.
Returning to my original statements of meaning, I can explore what fundamental truths of
the script I was attempting to uncover and which version would best suit these ideas:
•

Adhering to societal norms takes great strength, however it may require more strength to
deviate from them.
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•

Conformity creates a rigid world.

•

There is a delicate balance to this world: one slip up and it could all come crashing down.
I now understand that what I attempted to do was create a visual world that expressed

multiple beliefs instead of choosing one statement to focus on and constructing a design around
that idea. There is no right way to interpret Ibsen. The realism of 1800’s certainly takes on new
meaning in a contemporary context. However, when choosing to make a bold design choice one
must isolate which aspect of the story they are attempting to express. The same would apply to
any contextualization of Shakespeare’s work. You can set As You like It, for example, in
Woodstock if you are attempting to draw a parallel to the American experience of 1960’s
disestablishmentarianism. However, simply choosing to set the play on the moon would make
little sense and would not relate to any actual aspect of the show.
The question arises, what is A Doll’s House about? Having it all to do over again, I would
have used my statements of meaning to create a clear Truby theme statement, focusing on how
the world works, and the revelation the protagonist makes by the end of the play.
A clearer creation of a theme statement may have been a better jumping off point with the
actors too, something weeks of table work may not result in. My instinct to begin with
abstractions of movement may have better paired to the design world if I was not as easily
influenced by the world around me. Influenced by the actor’s eye rolls and the sighs that ensued
when I requested we spend hours on moments without words. Sometimes what actors resist the
most is what they most need.
When we reached the point in rehearsals where we did not have a ground plan or scenic
design, I forced the actors into blocking rehearsals adhering to the schedule I had created. While
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it is not my fault that the design was not complete , in retrospect, the more productive option
might have been to spend a week with the actors exploring the scene work, digging deeper into
the meaning and letting the meaning dictate the movement. This works against my traditional
process, but may have been what the piece was demanding. I ended up returning to the scene
work at the end of the process, desperately attempting to add depth to form. The blocking of a
piece is not inherently challenging when you have actors with good instincts and a solid
understanding of the space. Without the latter, it becomes an exercise in futility.
Additionally, returning to my largest influence in terms of process: Katie Mitchell (who
uses improv exercises to explore certain events that occur in the action of the play or preceding
the action) may have helped me greatly. This may have been a useful way to explore relationship
that is not purely text based, and a way to pepper the physical and improv based work into later
stages of the rehearsal process. I could have guided Krogstad and Nora through the moment she
first requested the loan. Alternatively, I could have had Nora and Rank explore the first moment
they met. This may have been a more specific way to aid in the acting of the piece. I struggled
the most with creating a strong physical relationship between Rank and Nora, something I think
is essential to the play. In the future, I would record the physical exercises and return to them
periodically throughout the process storing them digitally for the actors to view.
My main takeaway from the tech rehearsals and performances was this: do not sacrifice
any tech time to aid the designers. Give your time to the actors. Tech must begin when it is
supposed to- you will use all of the allotted time and if you do not- break early. Like ripping a
script out of an actor’s hand, force designers to do their job. If they are prepared this will put you
ahead of schedule, if they are not, this will catch you up. Cue to cues are of little use when
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designers are unprepared: use the time for a run, at least your actors will benefit from the
process. In the run of a show, you can address all issues. Call hold sparingly, use it for when you
really need to have a conversation, otherwise take notes and continue. Do not proceed with any
part of tech without designers present- this will be an exercise in futility. If I had experienced all
of this madness on the Saturday of tech, things would have been in place on Sunday- or at least
we could have used all of Sunday to get there.
Also, in the University setting, make sure your stage manager is up to snuff before tech
begins. Better than that, make sure they are up to snuff before rehearsals begin. Do not make
any assumptions. Teach them if necessary how to create a call sheet, how to format a script, how
to run the room. Go through their prompt book and show them how to write in cues. Talk them
through the process of calling cues and putting cues on standby. Take the time before you start
and you will save yourself time and frustration. Fill them with confidence to run the rehearsal
room - this will take the pressure off you as the director.
In terms of status and maintaining professional standards in the rehearsal room, it is
imperative to keep personal relationships outside the room. A lesson learned on directing a
friend: resist the temptation to talk shop outside of rehearsal. Do not seek guidance when you do
not need it. Do not bring actors into the drama of the technical world. In a small, university
setting this is incredibly challenging. However, by seeking validation from friends throughout
the process the power dynamic shifts. You lower your status in rehearsal from director to
colleague and in the moments when you need to exercise power, you will have none.
As an actor, I learned to ask for what I need in the rehearsal room. Repetition alone will
not solve problems of connection. If you are struggling to connect say so- do not expect the
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director to read your mind. When it came to the relationship with Lovborg, it may have
behooved me, and the process to simply address this one point: “I want to enjoy being touched
by him.” Simple, direct articulations of what you are struggling with can guide the process. I
could have said “What is it about Thea I am insanely jealous of, what does she have that I
don’t?” Having that conversation in the rehearsal room with the other actor would have done
much more good than having the conversation in my head.
In struggling to connect with Judge Brack in the final scene, I should have responded as I
was actually feeling, walked away from him or mocked him instead of acting how I “was
supposed to”. I have a tendency as an actor to bear down and push through. I can justify actions
in my head, disengage and solve problems for myself separate from the other actors in the room.
It is my goal in future productions to be as true to myself as possible in the process and to admit
when I am struggling.
As a whole, I feel the entire process was a success, in that it happened. We pulled off two
Ibsen shows in repertory, all obstacles aside. In terms of my work as a director, I felt part of my
vision came to fruition and I was largely happy with the actors’ performances. As an actor, I did
my job and told a story to the best of my ability.
As far as revisiting realism, or attempting to re-interpret Ibsen, I still have more questions
than I do answers. I do think Ibsen can and should be performed for contemporary audiences.
Changing or cutting the text is nearly impossible (unless you are providing your own adaptation),
so the key to the creativity or in finding the inspiration largely exists on a visual plane. Without a
team of designers to create the world with me, I never got a chance to explore how the
manifestation of the visual world would help to express the inner truths of the script. I have no
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concept of how any non-traditional design choices influence the performance of modern realism
because I had no designers to work with. Ironically, the only successful design element was the
costumes, which we chose to keep in the original period.
I finish this process with a major sense of accomplishment. I am still largely curious
about the work. I have a strong sense of how I would conceptualize A Doll’s House if given the
opportunity to direct it again. I feel I understand the inner workings of the script and the essential
parts of the storytelling; only time will tell if that infamous door will open again.
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Production Photos
A Doll’s House
All photos taken by Diane Baas

Figure 8: Nora asks for money

Figure 9: Lovebirds Torvald and Nora
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Figure 10: Nora tells Mrs. Linde about the trip abroad

Figure 11: Nora wraps gifts
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Figure 12: Nora pleads on Krogstad’s behalf

Figure 13: Torvald denies Nora
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Figure 14: The dinner party

Figure 15: After the Tarantella
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Figure 16: Sit down Torvald

Figure 17: “Millions of women have done just that.”
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Figure 18: Goodbye, Torvald.
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Production Photos
Hedda Gabler

Figure 19: Hedda looking at the leaves

Figure 20: Hedda gets a whiff of her new life
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Figure 21: “You’re not in some kind of trouble?”

Figure 22- “There. Now you have to call me Hedda”
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Figure 23: “Naturally this means I can’t have a butler now.”

Figure 24: “Oh Hedda, for you I wanted things so utterly different.”
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Figure 25: “Oh, no. I didn’t hit you did I?”
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Figure 26: “My dear Judge, Tesman is a specialist.”

Figure 27: “It never would have occurred to me to write something like that.”
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Figure 28: Two true companions

Figure 29: “I want to be in the middle.”
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Figure 30: “Can’t you arrange that it’s done beautifully?”

Figure 31: Hedda awaits the news
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Figure 32: Eilert Lovborg has been shot

“Figure 33: Not free, not free then!”
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Vita
Kristin Shoffner serves as the Education and Engagement Director for The NOLA project. She
will obtain her MFA from The University of New Orleans (UNO) this Summer. Her production
of The Aliens at UNO was awarded numerous national Kennedy Center American College
Theater Festival awards including best director and best production. She spent last summer
working at The Eugene O’Neill Theater festival assisting Wendy C.Goldberg and David Auburn.
She teaches in the NOLA Project’s winter intensive and serves as the coordinator for summer
programming. This summer she will oversee the development of Mad Moon: a collaboration
between Lisa D’Amour and Sam Craft. Next fall she will launch a college prep program as the
next installment of education programming for the NOLA project.

Assistant directing credits include the world premiere of Bad Dog (Orlando Shakespeare
Theater), Henry V (Orlando Shakespeare Theater) and One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (NOLA
project). She was a literary associate at the Orlando Shakespeare Theater where she read and
evaluated hundreds of plays for PlayFest, their festival of new plays, and assistant directed
readings of Rob Keefe’s The Cortez Method and All That Is Seen And Unseen. Kristin holds a
BFA in acting from the University of Central Florida.
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